Self-cleaving circular RNA associated with rice yellow mottle virus is the smallest viroid-like RNA.
We report the sequence, structural features, and self-cleaving activity of the small circular RNA (sc-RNA) associated with rice yellow mottle sobemovirus (RYMV). At 220 nucleotides, the RYMV sc-RNA represents the smallest naturally occurring viroid-like RNA currently documented in the literature. It is similar to other circular satellite RNAs (sat-RNAs) and viroids in being G-C-rich with a high level of self-complementarity. The predicted native structure is essentially a rod with one branched terminus. A region of the RYMV sc-RNA, constituting 24% of the sequence, exhibits 89% identity to the sat-RNA associated with the Australasian isolates of lucerne transient streak sobemovirus. This region is also structurally similar in all three RNAs in that it forms the left terminus of each rod. Dimeric runoff transcripts of cloned RYMV sc-RNA undergo efficient autocatalytic in vitro cleavage in the (+) but not the (-) polarity. Analysis of the (+) sequence indicates the presence of a hammerhead ribozyme resembling that of carnation small retroviroid-like RNA and the genomic satellite transcript of newt. Inefficient cleavage of (+) monomeric transcripts, and a short stem III in the hammerhead, are features consistent with a double-hammerhead mode of self-cleavage. The presence of sat-RNA and retroviroid-like structures within a single RNA suggests a possible role for the RYMV sc-RNA as an evolutionary intermediate between these subviral RNAs.